Perhaps the simplest useful theorem of graph theory is that every graph X has an even number of odd (degree) nodes. We give new proofs of several theorems each of which asserts that, for any input G satisfying specified conditions, G has an even number of H's satisfying specified conditions. Each
proof consists of describing an "exchange graph" X, quite large compared to G, such that the odd nodes of X are the objects H which we want to show there is an even number of.
Theorem 1 [Toida[lJJ. For any graph G such that the degree of every node is even nodes is the end-nodes of an in G. For any graph G such that the decree of each node is even (or such that the degree of each &de is odd), and for any positive integer k( > l), each node w of G is the beginning of an even number of length k paths in G.
Theorem 3 Focany &ph G, the number of spanning trees is even if the rank of G is odd and the degree of each node is even; or if the corank of G is odd and G is bipartite; or ifI G has a bicycle. (A bicycle is an edge-cut which is even at every node.)
Each of these theorems is not so easy to prove without seeing the exchange graph. Using the exchange graphs, they are suitable for a first lesson in graph theory.
Of course any exchange-graph proof can in principle be replaced by an almost-as-simple counting argument which doesn't mention an exchzmge graph. However having an exchange graph X, besides imposing special structure on the counting, and making matters transparent, opens graph theoretic questions about X -like how great can be the shortest distance from one odd vertex to another in X.
One of the types of erdstentially polytime theorem for which polytime-algorithm proofs sometimes seem ehrsive takes the form: "For any R, and T in R, there is another T University of Waterloo Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3Gl
in R" as a corollary of "For any R, there is an even number of T's in R." No polytime algorithm is known for, given an (H, K) as in Theorem 3, or as in Theorem 4, find another.
An existentially polytime search problem is a problem which can be expressed in the form "for any input x satisfying condition C(z), find a polynomial-size output y which satisfies condition D(z, y)", where there is a polytime decision algorithm for C(z , \ where there is a polytime decision aleorithm for Dlx. v . and where the corresoondina ep theorem says "for any" L satisfying C(z), thke is a polynomial-size y satisfying D(z, y)." E.g. The appropriate ep theorem, and corresponding search problem, which is corollary to Theorem 4, is where C(z) says that I is an instance of (G, h, k, H, K) as described in Theorem 4, and where D(z,y) says that y is another (IT, K) as in Theorem 4.
There may be ep theorems which absolutely have no proofs at all, much less polytime algorithmic proofs. However for any known ep theorem, or ep conjecture, it seems reasonable to hope to find a proof which provides a pdytime algorithm for the corresponding ep search problem.
